
HOW TO WRITE A BLOG ABOUT MENTAL ILLNESS

There's plenty of evidence that journaling and other writing exercises can be therapeutic for everyone. But have you
ever considered starting.

While there are others out there, WordPress is generally considered the most user-friendly for new bloggers
with little or no web development experience. I know bipolar disorder. Grow your own following and connect
with other influencers that can help. That way, when you mention books or other products, you can receive a
small amount of compensation. Ready to boost traffic with a mailing list? We have loads of tips, tricks and
advice. Learn what not to say. This has bitten me on more than one occasion and continues to do so, so take
my advice and choose your words very carefully. We chatted about medication, work, diagnoses, panic
attacks, weddings and how our dogs help with our mental health. These can be standalone posts or can be used
to illustrate what you write. Friends and family have been able to rant, cry or be their most vulnerable selves
with me. All I do is read about it, mostly in medical sources. Start Creating Content Remember that content is
more than just the written word. That means that anything you say will haunt you â€” forever. Oh yes, I get
death threats. The way my blog has developed means it has become a mixture of personal and professional
pieces. What are you trying to say through your writings? Here are some tips on having a well-read blog. Of
sorts. Make social media work for you. You can choose a free version of WordPress, or buy a domain name
and hosting services for a small fee. Mental health and the way it tangles into everyday life is complicated and
the subtleties are difficult to explain. Ready to Start Blogging? I am, without a doubt, a bipolar expert. Not
really first date fodder. Also, get the lay of the political correctness land. No matter what you post, be sure to
update your mental health blog regularly with fresh content. Someone like me in lots of ways. Invest in
armour. Promote yourself like crazy. And I with them. Meeting inspiring new people is just one of the things
that blogging has done for me. Bring something unique to the table. I know bipolar backwards and forwards.
Someone who could be a friend. Tips on Being a Famous Mental Health Writer Those tips on being a famous
mental health writer are just what fell off the top of my head. What is your perspective? Start your blog today
with a special OnBlastBlog discount from Bluehost. Learn this right now: everything you have ever said on
the internet will live forever and will be findable if someone really wants to look for it. I hope that helps
reduce stigma too. Blogging about my mental health A few weeks ago had an internet date. Write for
reputable sites. And that made things much easier.


